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I’m an award winning designer, technologist and project manager with over a decade of 
experience in R&D and product development for technology augmented games, toys, 
installations, and theatre. This is a portfolio of some of my work.

I’m a seasoned creative leader well versed in working with cross-disciplinary teams to design 
entertainment products combining industrial design, mechatronics, software development 
and game design, at small scale and mass manufacture. 

I have extensive experience in the design and fabrication of complex consumer electronics; 
having designed, developed and shipped hundreds of thousands of units to global audiences.

I’m a practised digital producer and have managed the design, release and support of mobile 
apps on a number of award-winning connected game titles.

I’m also a very hands-on designer at heart, and especially love to get my hands dirty with 3d 
design, prototyping, interaction design, game design and illustration.

I’m passionate about play, have experience in start-up culture, and thrive in environments 
that pair dynamic minds with equally dynamic processes.

In short: I make playful things that fuse hardware, software, custom electronics and mobile 
devices, and I know how to make them at scale.

Thanks for your interest, 

Tim

Hello
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Independent Connected Play Game Startup

As one of the founding team of Sensible Object (a startup built on a desire to build games that spanned 
hardware and software), I held a pivotal role in the development of the company from its conception to 
the point of its acquisition by Niantic, when it was widely regarded as one of the world’s most innovative 
connected play game studios.

The studio’s first release, Beasts of Balance, is a half-digital-half-physical tower building game that plays like 
a cross between Jenga and Pokémon. Playing either cooperatively or competitively, players take turns to 
build the 24 artefacts into a tower, with each piece instantly changing the world playing out on a wireless 
connected smart device.

The studio’s second release, When In Rome, was the world’s first Alexa enabled boardgame and was 
developed in collaboration with Amazon.

As Sensible Object’s Lead Designer I played a pivotal role in defining the studio’s approach to design and 
technology. Initially as the studio’s sole industrial designer this meant taking ownership of the physical 
development of products, from concept through to prototyping and manufacture. Later, as the studio 
expanded, my role grew to overseeing a design team that included electronic engineers, artists, UX designers, 
sound designers and writers. I also hold Game Designer credits on some releases.

At an organisational level I ensured that the studio’s creative philosophies meshed with its business goals 
and were embodied in its products. My leadership duties involved process development, stakeholder liaison, 
the creation of performance targets, user research, trend analysis, strategic partnerships (both in design and 
manufacture), hiring, and mentoring.

I also implemented a suite of successful, bespoke research and development processes that delivered 
functional prototypes based around technologies including RFID, computer vision, augmented reality (ARKIT), 
procedural generation and voice.
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Sensible Object

https://beastsofbalance.com/
https://techcrunch.com/2018/07/16/when-in-rome-is-the-first-alexa-powered-board-game/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAADy5tZGg3Btlq0bDHO31xUEV-00tMaVQwk852kqOh26PPX7azjHeSLZC-HPAO9HO9kbO-63xcNRuyXEs6lr5dzRDBq404Imiov6o1Bpj4LfO8EMf9ioxldW_AGhbZFKHA5Qzz6-x-8Vc-Q14nKuxxuEhkjfhUzAzBbduOXzbXfX1
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Return to Dark Tower
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Connected Tabletop Game

After finishing up at Sensible Object in early 2019 I began collaborating with tabletop game 
designers Rob Daviau (Pandemic Legacy) and Isaac Childres (Gloomhaven) on a new connected 
game called Return to Dark Tower, the spiritual successor to Milton Bradley’s 1981 release 
“Dark Tower”.

Operating in a Tech Lead capacity, my role entailed assembling and leading a cross-disciplinary, 
globally-dispersed design team including mechanical and electrical engineers, game devs, 
UI designers and game designers, to ensure that digital, physical and game design properly 
coalesced.

In January 2019 Return to Dark Tower raised of $4.5m on Kickstarter.

In addition to leading the team, my hands-on task was to re-imagine the tower for a modern 
tabletop audience, updating look, feel and functionality whilst being sympathetic to what 
came before, and also ensuring the project remained affordable to produce. The new design 
rotates, lights up, makes noise, and connects to a mobile device via BLE in order to keep in 
sync with the game state. The result is that the tower feels uncomfortably sentient: laughing 
when player’s screw up, and throwing more evil at them when they do too well.

Alongside the physical work I also acted as Project Manager for the digital app development, 
running an Agile sprint system to ensure that software was developed in an efficient, 
sustainable and budget sensitive manner. We’ve really tried to push the boundaries of what 
a connected app can bring to a tabletop experience, and have worked up some lovely 
interactions that add to atmosphere, narrative, game mechanics and accessibility, whilst also 
reducing the cognitive load placed on players.

Return to Dark Tower is scheduled for release in Q1 2021.

Return to Dark Tower
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https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/restorationgames/return-to-dark-tower/posts
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Punchdrunk: Audience of the Future
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Immersive Theatre R&D

In Q4 2019 I lead a three month research and development program with the celebrated 
immersive theatre group Punchdrunk. The research, funded by Innovate UK in partnership 
with the Royal Shakespeare Company, focussed on new opportunities that are afforded when 
macro and micro scale technologies are introduced into immersive theatre experiences, as 
well as exploring the creative opportunities that might exist if the audience’s own smart 
devices were used during shows. 

Leading a cross-disciplinary team of artists, designers and technologists, I ran a program that 
began with a phase of background research to determine which technologies were most 
interesting to the group, which of them fit the brief, and which were technically achievable at 
multiple scales and fidelities. I took this shortlist (including BLE tracking via smartphones, RFID, 
Wifi-RTT, instant messaging, UWB, MQTT and sensors built into props and the environment) 
into a series of workshops designed to build up a shared literacy of the materials, which 
allowed us to collectively discover what we were most interested in creating with them.

After this we built functional prototypes of the most interesting technologies, culminating 
in a 1hr show for 20 people that mixed tech with live performance and game design to 
showcase some of the potentials (and pitfalls) that exist when the two are mixed.

This project is due to enter a second phase in Q3 2020.

Punchdrunk: Audience of the Future
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https://www.punchdrunk.org.uk/project/audience-of-the-future/
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The Talking Throne
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Interactive Installation

Created as the focal point of a Christmas event at the royal Kensington Palace, the Talking 
Throne was designed to offer visitors a magical, fairytale experience: the opportunity to be 
crowned under a title of their own creation.

On entering the throne room each visitor was given an empty title board which they filled 
with their choice from over one hundred different adjectives, titles and places (e.g. The Messy 
Countess of the Moon, or The Sleepy Duke of Denmark). Armed with their new title, the 
guest walked the red carpet and climbed the steps to take their place on the throne. Thirteen 
golden trumpets then erupted into a royal fanfare, followed by a regal voice emanating 
from within the throne itself, presenting the visitor to the crowd using their chosen title. Cue 
applause, photos and smiles.

The throne is now part of the permanent collection at the Oxford Story Museum, UK.

The Talking Throne
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Lonely Speck, Cosmic Dark
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Physical Data Visualisation

In 2015 I was invited to spend a month working from a specially built workshop inside Selfridges 
in London, to demonstrate the ways in which new technologies are affecting how designers 
and artists go about their work. Partnering with a musician friend of mine, we produced an 
audiovisual project involving the synthesis of NASA data into audio and physical form. 

The data, captured by the Voyager and Cassini probes, came in the form of short, low quality 
audio conversions of radio and plasma wave radiation. This was then refined into a series 
of ethereal, otherworldly compositions originating from sources including Jupiter, Saturn, 
Neptune and Uranus. We then took the same waveforms and converted them into physical 
form, embedding electronics inside to create a series of abstract musical devices.

The four compositions; Enceladus, Ganymede, Jupiter and Saturn, can be heard here.

Then in 2016 I was commissioned to produce a new piece in the series for display in the Tate 
Britain. This piece used as a base a high resolution three-dimensional scan of the Gale Crater 
on Mars, the landing site of the Curiosity rover in 2012. The data was firstly used to create a 
2m high free standing monolith before then being digitally sliced into 200 sections to create 
waveforms, which were then converted into sound. 

In situ at the gallery in a pitch black room, a single projected line of light slowly traced the 
surface of the monolith, with the resulting waveform relayed in audible form via headphones 
and sub-bass amps.

The Mars composition can be heard here.

A talk I gave at Electromagnetic Field Festival can be found here.

Lonely Speck, Cosmic Dark
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https://soundcloud.com/user-426865358/sets/lonely-speck-cosmic-dark
https://soundcloud.com/user-426865358/lscd08
https://media.ccc.de/v/emf2016-343-mars-the-bringer-of-wub#video&t=1404/
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Data Visualisation

Commissioned for the official Wikipedia 10th Anniversary party, this temporary installation 
was designed to illustrate the immense traffic that the site attracts, as well as the vast 
amount of resources that go into its upkeep. 

As you’re reading this, people all over the world are contributing to the more than 5 million 
articles that currently exist on Wikipedia. But as with all unfathomably large numbers its 
difficult to adequately convey the overwhelming scale of this data repository. However 
turning numbers into physical, tangible forms can help make them much easier to digest, 
thus presenting a much more evocative way of looking at data.

Eighteen thermal receipt printers were suspended four meters above the heads of the party 
guests. Custom software fetched global page edits in real time and fed them to the printers. 
A brief synopsis of the edit was created, including the page name, user name of the person 
(or bot) who made the change, the time and the first few lines of the page body text. These 
receipts gently fell to the ground, building up until the floor was covered with information, 
creating a physical record of every change made to Wikipedia in the time the event was 
running.

Wikipedia



On Thursday at 15:46 an anonymous 
user contributed to the article Yuan 
Dynasty.!
!
The Yuan Dynasty (Chinese: 元朝; 
pinyin: Yuáncháo; IPA: [ɥǎn tʂ͡ʰɑ̌ʊ]; 
Mongolian: Dai Ön Ulus/Их Юан 
Гүрэн), or Great Yuan Empire 
(simplified Chinese: 大元帝国; 
traditional Chinese: 大元帝國; pinyin: 
Dà Yuán Dìguó) was a ruling dynasty 
founded by the Mongol leader Kublai 
Khan, who ruled most of present-day 
China, all of modern Mongolia and its 
surrounding areas, lasting officially 
from 1271 to 1368.

We use Wikipedia so often 
that it’s easy to forget how 
much work goes into it 
every day. Please show 
your support by donating 
at en.wikipedia.org

On Thursday at 17:15 the user 
Dbachmann contributed to the 
article Transhumance in the 
Alps.!
!
Transhumance in the Alps, or 
seasonal migration between 
valley and high pastures 
(German Almwirtschaft, 
Alpwirtschaft from the term for 
"seasonal mountain pasture", 
Alm, Alp) is a traditional practice 
that has shaped much of the 
landscape in the Alps, as without 
it, most areas below 2000 m 
would be forests.

We use Wikipedia so often 
that it’s easy to forget how 
much work goes into it 
every day. Please show 
your support by donating 
at en.wikipedia.org

On Thursday at 15:46 the 
user -5- contributed to the 
article Batman in film.!
!
Batman was a 15-chapter 
serial film released in 1943 by 
Columbia Pictures.

We use Wikipedia so often 
that it’s easy to forget how 
much work goes into it 
every day. Please show 
your support by donating 
at en.wikipedia.org

On Thursday at 17:15 the user 
Dbachmann contributed to the 
article Transhumance in the 
Alps.!
!
Transhumance in the Alps, or 
seasonal migration between 
valley and high pastures 
(German Almwirtschaft, 
Alpwirtschaft from the term for 
"seasonal mountain pasture", 
Alm, Alp) is a traditional practice 
that has shaped much of the 
landscape in the Alps, as without 
it, most areas below 2000 m 
would be forests.

We use Wikipedia so often 
that it’s easy to forget how 
much work goes into it 
every day. Please show 
your support by donating 
at en.wikipedia.org

On Thursday at 15:46 an anonymous 
user contributed to the article Yuan 
Dynasty.!
!
The Yuan Dynasty (Chinese: 元朝; 
pinyin: Yuáncháo; IPA: [ɥǎn tʂ͡ʰɑ̌ʊ]; 
Mongolian: Dai Ön Ulus/Их Юан 
Гүрэн), or Great Yuan Empire 
(simplified Chinese: 大元帝国; 
traditional Chinese: 大元帝國; pinyin: 
Dà Yuán Dìguó) was a ruling dynasty 
founded by the Mongol leader Kublai 
Khan, who ruled most of present-day 
China, all of modern Mongolia and its 
surrounding areas, lasting officially 
from 1271 to 1368.

We use Wikipedia so often 
that it’s easy to forget how 
much work goes into it 
every day. Please show 
your support by donating 
at en.wikipedia.org

On Thursday at 15:46 an anonymous 
user contributed to the article Yuan 
Dynasty.!
!
The Yuan Dynasty (Chinese: 元朝; 
pinyin: Yuáncháo; IPA: [ɥǎn tʂ͡ʰɑ̌ʊ]; 
Mongolian: Dai Ön Ulus/Их Юан 
Гүрэн), or Great Yuan Empire 
(simplified Chinese: 大元帝国; 
traditional Chinese: 大元帝國; pinyin: 
Dà Yuán Dìguó) was a ruling dynasty 
founded by the Mongol leader Kublai 
Khan, who ruled most of present-day 
China, all of modern Mongolia and its 
surrounding areas, lasting officially 
from 1271 to 1368.

We use Wikipedia so often 
that it’s easy to forget how 
much work goes into it 
every day. Please show 
your support by donating 
at en.wikipedia.org

On Thursday at 15:46 an anonymous 
user contributed to the article Yuan 
Dynasty.!
!
The Yuan Dynasty (Chinese: 元朝; 
pinyin: Yuáncháo; IPA: [ɥǎn tʂ͡ʰɑ̌ʊ]; 
Mongolian: Dai Ön Ulus/Их Юан 
Гүрэн), or Great Yuan Empire 
(simplified Chinese: 大元帝国; 
traditional Chinese: 大元帝國; pinyin: 
Dà Yuán Dìguó) was a ruling dynasty 
founded by the Mongol leader Kublai 
Khan, who ruled most of present-day 
China, all of modern Mongolia and its 
surrounding areas, lasting officially 
from 1271 to 1368.

We use Wikipedia so often 
that it’s easy to forget how 
much work goes into it 
every day. Please show 
your support by donating 
at en.wikipedia.org

On Thursday at 15:47 an 
anonymous user contributed 
to the article Covered 
warrant.!
!
In finance a Covered 
warrants (sometimes called 
Naked warrant) is a type of 
warrant that has been issued 
without an accompanying 
bond or equity.

We use Wikipedia so often 
that it’s easy to forget how 
much work goes into it 
every day. Please show 
your support by donating 
at en.wikipedia.org
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Internet of Things Prototype

The way that data can be incorporated into our physical environments is, for me, the most 
interesting aspect of the internet of things. Way back in 2011 I worked as part of a team of 
three on a two day hack to explore how it might be possible to introduce data into the home 
in a delicate, unobtrusive and magical way. A foil to the more utilitarian-style consumer 
electronic products that are typically found in this field.

The cabinet consisted of a series of RFID embedded avatars, each representing a useful data 
set (e.g. local transport status, the home environment or the location of family members). A 
small decorative shelving unit containing a hidden pico projector was mounted to the wall 
above a chosen trigger surface, onto which a small circle of light was projected. Underneath 
the circle, on the underside of the trigger surface, an RFID reader was mounted.

Placing an avatar into the projected circle triggered the appearance of a graphical data 
overlay that showed just the data relevant to that object. Once the avatar is removed, the 
data disappeared and the system became invisible again. 

The cabinet really offered nothing that can’t already be achieved via a smart phone, but it’s 
instead more concerned with the quality of the user experience rather than the sheer speed 
in which data can be delivered to us. It’s about the entire journey, not just the destination.

Display Cabinet
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Rapid response grassroots design and organisational intervention

When the COVID-19 pandemic properly hit the UK in February/March 2020, it quickly became 
clear that the Government’s response was severely lacking across the board. Of the many 
areas in which they did an abysmally poor job, keeping front line workers supplied with good 
quality personal protective equipment quickly became a huge problem.

Realising I could help, in late March I put a call out to London based designers, engineers and 
healthcare professionals to see if there was anything we could do to help. Within two weeks 
we’d assembled a network of over 50 experts, and had begun working on projects ranging 
from reusable face shields, to patterns for washable aprons, to building an ad-hoc network 
of home-sewers to process cut fabric into scrubs.

The largest project involved building a 100 strong 3D printer farm at my studio in Somerset 
House, staffed by a team of lovely volunteers to rapidly produce large quantities of high-
quality, reusable face shields (50,000 by the end of July). These shields were distributed to 
healthcare providers across the country.

The face shields, which were our own design, were the result of an incredibly lean design 
process coupled with some brutally efficient project managing. This design went on to 
receive CE and BSI certification, and was one of the only projects of the type to do so.

Funding was provided in the most part by SHIELD, a charitable organisation born of the 
pandemic and designed to support grassroots projects like ours.

The face shield design is currently translating to injection moulding, in order to build up stocks 
in preparation for second waves in the UK and beyond.

A film of the project can be found here.

COVID-19 Grassroots PPE

https://vimeo.com/433949823
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For

click [here]

Thanks for your interest
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